Lincoln town car blend door actuator fix

Info blendors tore. For safety and other considerations, any vehicle or vehicle accessory
modifications, additions, alterations or changes should be preformed using the proper tools
and equipment. Any such modifications, additions or changes performed using information or
ideas from this website are done so at your own risk and expense. The HVAC system blend
doors. Blend door is short for Blend Air Door. There are other names such as temperature door,
etc. The blend door, blends or mixes the hot air with the cold air. If your blend door or doors are
broken, sometimes you will only get cold air coming thru the vents or maybe just hot air with no
air conditioning. What causes the blend door problem? The problem starts when the actuator
motor during the calibration routine, puts excessive force onto the plastic Stop Tab of the drive
connector and it eventually breaks off. The computer turns on the actuator motor and moves
the blend door to the upper opening. The computer keeps the motor on until the tension on the
motor causes the amps to rise. The computer reads the rise of the amps and now knows where
the upper opening is. It repeats the same process for the lower opening. The computer now
knows where both the upper and lower openings are. Along with the sensors and the
temperature the system is set at, the computer can adjust the blend doors to let the proper
amount of air flow thru the heater core or bypass the heater core to blend the air to the preset
temperature. Depending on how often you use your vehicle, the calibration force could break off
the stop tab within a few years. The only thing that breaks on the drive connector is the stop tab
that is located outside of the heater box. The shaft of the plastic drive connector does not break.
After the stop tab breaks the force of the actuator motor is now transferred to the shaft of the
drive connector. As the blend doors do not break at the next calibration point after the stop tab
broke. During these calibration times the full calibration force of the actuator motor is put onto
the drive connector shaft and onto the blend door shaft. What ends up happening is the blend
door shaft will break. The plastic drive connector has withstood the full calibration force of the
actuator motor and caused the blend door shaft to break. There will never be anymore force put
onto the plastic drive connector then at that period of time after the stop tab broke and before
the blend door broke. Which means the plastic drive connector will withstand the force of the
actuator motor during the calibration periods without a stop tab. It does not matter how strong
the new blend doors are, the plastic drive connector will withstand the maximum calibration
tension the actuator motor can put on it. We have tested the torque strength of the plastic drive
connector and have full confidence that the drive connector is strong enough to last indefinitely
as a pivot point connection for the Blen Dor Single Control unit and will last indefinitely as a
drive connector for the back blend door of the Blen Dor Dual Control unit. Everyone has
concluded with why the blend doors shaft breaks. The stop tab breaks off first from the tension
that the actuator motor puts into it during the process of the computer calibrating the HVAC
system. Everyone has come to the conclusion that the blend door shaft is the second and last
thing to break. That there is an undetermined period of time before the blend door shaft is
broken by the plastic drive connector. That period of time could be months or it could be years.
See Competitor's quote below. If the back drive connector breaks! Possibly telling them to
purchase his dash removal product. The following quote from my competitor came after a page
or more of describing how he did all his testing along with all sorts of his numbers, etc. This
was taken from the last paragraph of his conclusion. With a broken limit pin on the hidden
motor, we do not believe that a reliable connection can be made to the axle stub and if when the
nylon axle breaks, the full system must be disassembled and the back connector replaced. In
our opinion, the only viable fix for the GC is to connect the blend doors together and use the
back axle stub as a pivot point for the axle. Once the back stub breaks, it cannot be used as a
pivot point and a single control solution is not possible. Again, that so called engineer is
Wrong. If the back drive connector breaks the competitor has NO backup system to repair the
problem. You can not use the Competitor's Single or Dual control repairs if the back drive
connector is broken. It would not matter when the drive connector broke, before the repair,
during the repair, or after his repair has been completed. As I said above, that so called
engineer guy is Wrong. As any good engineer would have done! The drive connector repair can
be used before, during and after the Blen Dor repair kits are installed. The Blen Dor Store's
customers will not have to resort to removing the HVAC box to repair any problem with the
blend doors and their drive connectors. Not the proper instructions, basically correct, but a lot
of important information is left out when a video ends by showing the start of a process and
then another video starts at the end of that process. A lot of important things happen between
the start and finish of a process. Short videos and a few still pictures are not the proper
instructions. You should not attempt to do the repairs without the proper instructions. Is your
back plastic drive connector broken? If you answered Yes, to any of the above questions. The
common symptom for the blend door problem is. The passenger side has lost heat, only cold air
comes out of the vents. This is the usual symptoms for the blend door failure. Either way you

will not have control of the temperature. There are variations on the symptoms. Basically if you
know that the heater core is circulating hot water and you know that the AC is working, but you
can not control the temperature. That is the major symptom of the blend door failure. The first is
you can read the fault codes of the AZC system. All of the above codes indicate a blend door
problem. If you have a 15 or 47 â€” Left temperature door not responding, chances are the
driver side actuator motor has failed. That motor can easily be changed. If you have a 16 or 48
â€” Right temperature door not responding, than chances are the passenger side actuator
motor has failed. This motor is very hard to replace as it is in back of the heater box and to
replace it you have to remove the dashboard and the HVAC box. If the actuator motor does not
rotate when you turn on the system, that does not mean the motor has failed. The computer
shuts off the motor if it makes one revolution with no resistance. The second way to check the
blend door is manually. If you have the Grand Cherokee with AZC dual controls checking
manually will only check the driver side not the passenger side blend door. You will have to rely
on the fault codes for the passenger side. If you have the Laredo the manual temperature
control MTC single control heating system, you will check both of the doors manually, as they
are jointed together onto one shaft. Lower the glove box. There are two plastic tab stops
sticking up past the top of the back wall of the glove box Circled in red that hit against rubber
stops. Remove the dampener arm on the right side of the glove box by sliding the end up and
out of the key slot. You should see an actuator motor to the left of the glove box opening.
Remove the wire connector at the top of the motor. Remove the two screws holding the actuator
motor in place. The decision was made to use a stainless steel roll pin for the new stop limit pin,
as it is the easiest, quickest and the least expensive means for attaching a stop limit pin to the
new drive connector. After twenty five mock calibrations â€” Which would be approximately six
months in real time â€” the testing was stopped. It was evident that the indent being as deep as
it was at the 25th calibration 6 months. In one year the depth would approximately double. The
stop limit point on the blen door housing had failed. The actuator motor calibration tension will
transfer to the blend door shaft as the round stop limit pin indents deeper and deeper.
Eventually the full calibration force of the actuator motor will be transferred to the blend door
shaft. The Stop Limit Pin alone was not a reliable option as the black plastic housing is soft
enough to be indented by the stop limit pin. The stop limit pin would be used in conjunction
with the blend doors as a secondary means of absorbing the tension from the actuator motor.
Chrysler designed the stop limit pin or tab design, which has failed miserably. And the so called
engineer guy Competitor has copied that same failed stop limit pin design. An explanation of
the calibration forces as it pertains to the white Plastic Drive Connector that connects the blend
door to the actuator motor. Why this force is on the drive connector shaft, is the stop tab on the
drive connector breaks. The force of the actuator motor, instead of being on the stop tab is now
being put on the drive connector shaft. The drive connector shaft is transferring that calibration
force to the blend door shaft. The blend door shaft is now putting that force onto the edges of
the opening in the blend door housing, the computer will then register the rise of the amps from
the actuator motor. There are no specific amount of calibration times it takes for the drive
connector to break the blend door shaft. These facts, plus the torque strength tests done on the
motor and drive connector, show that the plastic drive connector has an indefinite live span and
is stronger than the calibration force of the actuator motor. Lower the Glove Box â€” See the
above description of how to lower the glove box. The other symptom is, you have the fan turned
on HI and there is little or no air blowing thru any vents! The above codes indicate a
recirculation door problem. That is the recirculation door actuator motor failure. To replace this
motor you need to remove the dashboard. Or see the no dash removal recirc door fix. The
second way to check the recirculation door is manually. To check the recirculation door
manually:. See description above. Notice the grayish glove box rubber stop in the upper middle
edge of the picture below. Look to the top right side of the glove box opening, you should see a
grid like plastic area. That is the bottom of the interior vent for the recirculation housing. A flash
light would be helpful at this point. If you look thru the grid into the opening you should see the
foam covered door. If you can not see the door it most likely has fallen flat onto the bottom of
the recirculation housing area and the reason no air is coming thru the vents. The picture below
shows the recirculation door housing, with the recirc door in the normal position. The normal
postition is blocking the interior cabin air from entering the system and letting the exterior fresh
air enter the system. If you do see the door, turn the recirc button on and off and check to see if
the door is moving properly. If the door is just hanging there, the shaft of the recirculation door
could be broke. Or if the door does not move and you have the 14 or 46 fault code number, the
actuator motor could be the problem. Right Hand Drive Vehicles. The instructions will be the
same as for the LHD vehicles. The RHD hvac box is flipped left to right so the information and
fault codes are the same. T ech T ips. Still have questions? Looking forward to hearing from
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you. I don't know where it is but I'm pretty sure Ford is not dumb enough to design it so you
have to remove the dash for service. Look in the center around the heater core area - the doors
are there. James answered 8 years ago. I did one! Personally, the hardest time I've ever had is
changing out a GEO metro heat exchanger. Had to take it ALL apart. Another is Volvo, as if they
started with the heat exchanger, then built the car around it! You may have an easier time with
just the blend door. Often we used to just cut holes to access, then duct tape the opening I just
replaced the ac fan motor and the air door actuator. How ever now when i run the ac my car
starts to overheat, and when i turn off the ac the temp will I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Lincoln Town Car question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Lincoln Town Car Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Lincoln Forums Navigation:.
Forums New posts Search forums. New Posts Latest activity. Support Our Site. Log in Register.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the
app. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Advice Thread. Thread starter raiderfan Start date Nov 8, Yes - You've been through enough
pain Votes: 1 No - Suck it up and try and fix it Votes: 1 No - Let the mechanic fix and ride the TC
into the ground Votes: 2 Total voters 4. So it's been pretty cold in my neck of the woods and I
went for a drive the other day and noticed my defrost was not warming up very quickly and then
all of a sudden it just switched to hot, there was no gradual warmth increase, it's like it was
blowing AC then all of a sudden switched to heat well after the car had warmed up. Classic
blend door actuator problem. Now I have a dilemma Do I even try and fix this or just start
shopping around for a new TC. Curious what others would do in my situation? Thanks for any
insight. CuttingToolGuy Well-known member. I'm holding my vote pending more information.
But, what else is wrong with your car? And how many miles on it now? CuttingToolGuy said:.
Do you like white? Beautiful Town Car fully serviced and in excellent original condition. All
southern car with no I just remembered, my current TC also needs new catalytic converters I
mean, it doesn't affect the car per say, just the emissions, which isn't great for mother earth.
Towncarlimoguy Active member. You've already done some fixing I see as well. I say fix it and
keep driving it because you will certainly get your money's worth out of it that way. I'm not sure
what they go for in your neck of the woods but a , mile car-even a Lincoln-is not an easy sell. I
saw plenty of k ones around these parts when I was looking. All around the mark.. Even so ,fix it
for the and keep driving. Who knows what issues the next one might have Thanks to everyone
for their votes and replies. Since the firs
ford ranger body parts diagram
1996 lt1
auto zone repair manuals
t post I was able to diagnose my heat issue a little better, I was actually very low and possibly
out of coolant which was affecting my heat who knew coolant and heat were connected, I do
now. The car is still giving me the blend door error but I haven't actually experienced it having
an issues since I filled up the coolant. What I did discover is that I have a coolant leak coming
from the intake manifold, so I ordered a new one and will do the repair myself and ride this car
into the ground!!! I have been watching my coolant levels and it doesn't appear I am actually
leaking that much as I initially thought, so I will just drive short distances around town until I get
some favorable weather to do the repair. Here in western Oregon where I live it's supposed to
rain for pretty much ten days strait, so it may take me a bit before I get to the repair. Thanks for
the update. Glad you figured it out and learned something too. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Log
in Your name or email address.

